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Special Topic

dge computing refers to the computing paradigm in which the pro⁃
cessing power, communication capabilities and intelligence are
pushed down to the edge of the networking system like gateways
and devices, where the data originates. In doing so, edge computing

enables an infrastructure for processing the data directly from devices with low
latency, battery consumption and bandwidth cost. With opportunities for re⁃
search and advanced applications such as augmented reality and wearable cog⁃
nitive assistance come new challenges. This special issue reports the current re⁃
search on various topics related to edge computing, addressing the challenges
in the enabling technologies and practical implementations.

The first paper,“Adaptive Service Provisioning for Mobile Edge Cloud”, by
HUANG and GUO studies how to efficiently provide the services from the edge
cloud to a given group of mobile users. The authors consider the challenge aris⁃
ing from the user’s mobility, and develop an adaptive method to decide when to
update the service provision solution with the objective of maximizing the profit
for network operators.

In the paper“Software Defined Networking Based On⁃Demand Routing Pro⁃
tocol in Vehicle Ad⁃Hoc Networks”, DONG et al. propose to implement SDN in
VANETs, and develop an SDN Based Vehicle Ad⁃Hoc On⁃Dmand Routing Pro⁃
tocol (SVAO) to enhance the data transmission efficiency with VANETs.
Through comprehensive simulations, the authors demonstrate that SVAO out⁃
performs traditional ad⁃hoc routing protocols in terms of packet reception rate
and average packet delay.

The paper“An MEC and NFV Integrated Network Architecture”by BING et
al. explores the benefits of Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) at the radio access
network and extends the NFV framework, and then proposes a new MEC/NFV
fusion based architecture for 5G network. The authors further discuss several
application scenarios of the new architecture.

In the paper“Key Technologies and Application of Edge Computing”, TU et
al. present an overview of edge computing including its definition and models,
applications, benefits and values, and research issues respectively related with
computation, storage and networks. The authors then introduce ZTE’s edge
computing solutions to 5G communications (5G MEC) and content delivery net⁃
work (CDN MEC).

The paper“Scheduling Heuristics for Live Video Transcoding on Cloud Edg⁃
es”by Oikonomou et al. studies the task scheduling problem in the video deliv⁃
ery. In the system model, the video coding and transcoding are performed at the
network edges to decrease both the workload and network traffic towards the da⁃
ta centers. Several heuristics are designed to decide on which tasks should be
assigned to an edge mini⁃datacenter, and which to backend datacenter.

With these articles, we wish to inform the readers of the state⁃of⁃the⁃art re⁃
search and technologies on various topics in edge computing, and meanwhile at⁃
tract the researchers and engineers to further investigate the challenges and is⁃
sues that remain to be solved in the area.

The special issue would not be possible without the help from many people.
We thank all the authors and reviewers for their contributions and efforts.
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